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We correct Eq. (1) of the original paper, where the term
describing nonperturbative power corrections was not dis-
played (although taken into account in the analysis). In
Eqs. (33) and (34) of the original paper, the references to the
wrong bibitems were shown; these are corrected. All mate-
rial of the paper, except for these typos, remains valid and
unchanged.

I. In Eq. (1) of the original paper, the term describing power
corrections,�(N )

power, was not shown. The correct Eq. (1) reads

f 2H (M2
H )N e−M2

H τ

=
s(N )
eff (τ,mQ ,mq ,αs )∫

(mQ+mq )2

dse−sτ sNρpert(s,mQ,mq , αs)

+�(N )
power(τ,mQ,mq , αs, 〈q̄q〉, . . .). (1)

II. In Eqs. (33) and (34) of the original paper, the references
were not linked correctly. The references in Eq. (33) should
read:

(md − mu)(2 GeV) = (2.67 ± 0.22) MeV [1,2],

mud(2 GeV) ≡ mu + md

2
= (3.70 ± 0.17) MeV [1,2],

ms(2 GeV) = (93.9 ± 1.1) MeV [1,2],

mc(mc) = (1.275 ± 0.025) GeV [3],

mb(mb) = (4.247 ± 0.034) GeV [4],

αs(MZ ) = 0.1182 ± 0.0012 [1,2], (33)

The original article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1140/
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whereas the correct references in Eq. (34) are as follows:

fD = (212.15 ± 1.45) MeV,
fDs

fD
= 1.1716 ± 0.0032 [1,2],

fD∗ = (223.5 ± 8.3) MeV,
fD∗

s

fD∗
= 1.203 ± 0.054 [5],

fB = (186.0 ± 4.0) MeV,
fBs
fB

= 1.205 ± 0.007 [1,2],

fB∗ = (186.4 ± 7.1) MeV,
fB∗

s

fB∗
= 1.197 ± 0.055 [5]. (34)
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